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Abstract. The ample literature on confidentiality-preserving data pub-
lishing – and controlled query evaluation (CQE) in particular – leaves
several questions open. Are the greedy data-filtering algorithms adopted
in the literature maximally cooperative? Can novel secure view formats
or answer distortion methods improve security or cooperativeness? What
is the inherent complexity of confidentiality-preserving data publishing
under different constraints, such as cooperativeness and availability? Can
the theoretical results on CQE be systematically extended to more gen-
eral settings? In this paper we answer the above questions using a com-
pletely generic, abstract data filtering framework, independent from any
syntactic details and data source encodings, and compatible with all
possible distortion methods. Some of the main results are: Refusal-based
filterings can be adopted as a normal form for all kinds of filterings;
greedy refusal-based filterings are optimal; cooperativeness checks and
some availability checks are coNP-hard in the simplest case.

Keywords: Controlled query evaluation, Maximally cooperative filter-
ings, Refusals and lies.

1 Introduction

The studies on confidentiality-preserving data publishing introduced a variety
of inference-proof, data filtering methods, including controlled query evaluation
(CQE) as a special case [1–4]. The main goal is protecting confidentiality from
inferences that exploit a mix of background knowledge and data source answers.
In CQE, confidentiality is protected by refusing to answer some queries, by lying,
and by a combination of these two approaches. Data filtering can be dynamic
or static. Dynamic approaches process a stream of queries one by one, and aim
at answering each query correctly whenever the previous answers allow. Static
approaches, instead, construct a secure view of the data source before publishing
it. Many works focussed on databases [1–4]; later studies have been extended to
knowledge bases, where inferences can naturally be automated using standard
semantic web technology [5, 6]. This substantial body of works analyzes in depth
the properties of various query distortion methods (including refusals, lies, and
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combined methods) and their mutual relationships. Despite this, several open
questions remain:

1. Most of the static and dynamic CQE methods in the literature construct
secure views by processing a query sequence in a greedy fashion. Since greedy
algorithms, in general, do not yield an optimal solution, there is no guarantee
of obtaining a maximally cooperative confidentiality protection mechanism,
that maximizes the amount of correct information disclosed while protecting
confidentiality. In this paper, we are going to prove that greedy refusal-
based CQE is optimal (w.r.t. different filtering methods, too), while greedy
lie-based CQE is not.

2. The inherent complexity of inference-proof data filtering is not yet known. It
clearly depends on the languages used to describe data sources and formulate
queries. However, even if these languages were tractable (or could be pro-
cessed with an oracle), how much additional complexity would be caused by
confidentiality-preserving query processing? We are going to investigate this
issue with a fully generic account of deterministic, inference-proof data filter-
ing that abstracts away all the details about syntax and distortion methods.
In this framework, the computational complexity of secure, inference-proof
query answering will be investigated under different constraints (e.g. maxi-
mal cooperativeness and selected query preservation, that is, availability).

3. In principle, there is no a priori bound to the range of answer distortion
methods applicable to inference-proof data filtering. Could a novel answer
transformation method improve confidentiality or cooperativeness? With the
help of the abstract data filtering framework we shall answer this question
by showing that every protection method can be turned into an equivalent
refusal-based CQE method. Also lying and combined CQE approaches can
be reduced to pure refusal-based methods, which means that for a smart,
informed attacker there are no real lies.

As a further advantage, the abstract data-filtering framework applies to data
sources of different nature, including databases, RDF stores, OWL ontologies,
and their respective query languages, just to name a few. So, our results apply
to a wide range of information and knowledge systems.

The paper is organized as follows: We start with a brief summary of the liter-
ature on inference-proof query answering and CQE (Sec. 2), then introduce the
abstract framework and prove the reducibility of all deterministic data-filtering
mechanisms to essentially equivalent refusal-based methods (Sec. 3). The com-
plexity analysis is carried out in Sec. 4, followed by a security and optimality
analysis of (the abstract versions of) the greedy CQE mechanisms based on re-
fusals and lies introduced in [3] (Sec. 5). Finally, Sec. 6 is devoted to a discussion
of the paper’s results and future work.

2 Related Work

The systematic studies of inference-proof, secure query answering based on re-
fusals date back at least to [7]. The confidentiality criterion introduced in that
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paper is based on the indistinguishability of each information system that en-
tails a secret S from at least another information system that does not entail
S. The same criterion has been systematically adopted later in the literature on
CQE and is embraced by the abstract framework introduced in the following sec-
tion.1 Analogous criteria had already been adopted for addressing information
flow control (e.g. [8]) and inference control problems in non-logical, operational
settings (cf. the non-interference property [9]). A general overview of inference
control can be found in [10, Chapter 4]; [1] surveys a number of deterministic
and probabilistic privacy-preserving methods.

Lie-based approaches are implicit in cover stories and polyinstantiation [11,
12] and have been explicitly studied in a logical, epistemic framework in [13].
However, that paper did not address the indistinguishability-based security cri-
terion of [7].

A first comparison of lies and refusals in terms of that criterion, published
in [2], has been later extended to more general policies and assumptions about
user knowledge in [3]. A hybrid CQE method that combines lies and refusals
is analyzed and compared with “pure” approaches in [4]. These works focus
on dynamic CQE, that will be formalized in the abstract framework in Sec. 5.
Lies, refusals and combined methods were essentially regarded as incomparable
methods, from an information disclosure perspective; with lies, the first answer
distortion may occur earlier, but from that point on the other methods may
obfuscate incomparable sets of answers. With the help of a novel, absolute coop-
erativeness criterion, we shall prove in Sec. 5 that dynamic refusal-based CQE
converges to a maximally cooperative set of views, while the lie-based version
does not.

The representation and query language investigated in the earliest CQE pa-
pers is propositional logic. First-order databases and open queries have been
dealt with in [14, 15]. In both cases, open queries are reduced to propositional
queries. CQE methods have been further extended to handle updates in [16].
Efficient implementations have been studied in [17].

Along the years, CQE has been extended from relational databases to more
general kinds of data sources, such as incomplete databases (e.g. [15]) and OWL
ontologies [5, 6]. The results of [14] are relevant to knowledge bases, too, since
they apply to rich description logics such as ALCIO with boolean role operators.

3 The Abstract Data Filtering Framework

Let D be a set of data sources.2 They can be queried by means of a set of boolean
queries B ⊆ P(D).3 The set B represents the query language, abstracting
away its syntax. A data source d ∈ D is meant to satisfy a query Q ∈ B iff

1 More precisely, the abstract framework adopts the confidentiality criterion for known
potential secrets, cf. [3].

2 To help intuition, the reader may assume that data sources are database instances,
or knowledge bases.

3 P(X) denotes the powerset of X.
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d ∈ Q (in other words a query Q is identified with the set of data sources that
satisfy it). For all queries Q ∈ B, Q̄ denotes its complement (Q̄ = D \Q).

Restricting the query language to boolean queries helps in abstracting away
query language syntax and data source structure; it is not a severe restriction,
since open queries can be reduced to suitable sets of boolean queries (cf. [14, 15]).
In general, B does not equal P(D), because the query language may not be
expressive enough to encode all boolean properties. In a propositional framework,
where D is a finite set of interpretations and queries are propositional formulae,
B would cover all P(D).

If two real-world data sources answer each possible query in the same way,
then—from a confidentiality perspective—they are equivalent, and can be re-
garded as a single entity in the abstract framework. Accordingly, for all d1, d2 ∈
D such that d1 �= d2, we assume that there exists a query Q ∈ B that is satisfied
by exactly one of d1 and d2 (formally, Q ∩ {d1, d2} �= ∅ and {d1, d2} �⊆ Q).

The abstract framework further comprises a nonempty set of secrets S ⊆
B. We assume that for all S ∈ S, D �⊆ S, otherwise S could not be kept
confidential because all data sources would satisfy it (like a tautology). Note
that this framework, based on boolean queries, can represent k-anonymity as a
special case:

Example 1. Each row 〈I1, . . . , In〉 in a k-anonymized table with attributes
〈A1, . . . , An〉 is like a boolean statement:

“there exist ≥ k individuals such that A1 ∈ I1, . . . , An ∈ In”

where I1, . . . , In represent abstracted values such as incomplete birthdates, salary
ranges, and so on. Similarly, secrets are boolean queries like:

“there exist x individuals, 0 < x < k, such that A1 ∈ I1, . . . , An ∈ In”. 
�
Secrets are protected by computing filtered views of the data sources, by means

of a filtering function f : D → V. In general, we place no restriction on V, that
is, on the structure of filtered views, so as to cover all possible query modification
methods (refusals, lies, and more).

For example, the filterings based on refusal can be represented by setting
V = P(D); the answer to a query Q evaluated against f(d) is “yes” if f(d) ⊆ Q
(i.e., all data sources in f(d) satisfy Q), “no” if f(d) ⊆ Q̄ (i.e., none of the
data sources in f(d) satisfy Q), and “query refused” otherwise. Since refusal-
based CQE is not allowed to lie, refusal-based filterings satisfy the property
d ∈ f(d), for all data sources d, which guarantees that the real data source d
is compatible with all the answers computed against the filtering. The filterings
based on lies can be encoded in a similar way, with the restriction that f(d) is
always a singleton (so there are no refused answers). Differently from refusals, a
data source d is not guaranteed to belong to f(d). In combined methods, f(d)
may contain multiple data sources (i.e., some queries may be refused) none of
which is d (that is, some answers may be lies).

Definition 1. Two data sources d and d′ are indistinguishable with respect to
f iff f(d) = f(d′). In this case, we write d ∼f d′.
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Note that ∼f is an equivalence relation. The equivalence class of a data source d
in ∼f will be denoted by [d]f . We denote with [·]f the function that maps each
d ∈ D on [d]f .

The following definition of secure filtering generalizes the notion of confiden-
tiality adopted in the CQE literature. A smart, informed attacker, who knows
the protection method f , given an output v ∈ V, may invert f and compute the
set f−1(v) = {d | f(d) = v}. If all d ∈ f−1(v) satisfy a secret S ∈ S (that is,
f−1(v) ⊆ S), then the attacker can reliably conclude that the data source being
protected with f satisfies the secret. Therefore, for all v ∈ V, f−1(v) should not
be included in any secret S. Note that d ∈ f−1(v) iff f−1(v) = [d]f , so the above
confidentiality criterion becomes:

Definition 2. A filtering f is secure (i.e. confidentiality preserving) iff for all
datasets d ∈ D and all secrets S ∈ S, [d]f �⊆ S.4

Example 2. Suppose that the data source instances are the interpretations of the
propositional language with propositional symbols p and q, and that queries are
propositional formulae. This setting can be represented in the abstract frame-
work as follows. Interpretations can be represented by the subsets of {p, q}, so
let D = P({p, q}). There are 16 different queries up to logical equivalence. Each
sentence ϕ can be represented by {d ∈ D | d |= ϕ}, so B = P(D). Assume that
p is the only secret. The corresponding query is S = {{p}, {p, q}} and S = {S}.
A possible filtering f : D → P(D) is f(d) = {d}. This filtering answers each
query Q honestly: f(d) ⊆ Q iff d ∈ Q. This filtering is not secure, because f is
a bijection, therefore, for all d ∈ S, [d]f = {d} ⊆ S. Another possible filtering
with the same type is g(d) = {d\{p}}. This filtering sometimes lies, for instance
g({p, q}) = {{q}} ⊆ {∅, {q}} which, in logical terms, means that g answers
“yes” to query ¬p, although {p, q} |= p. This filtering is secure: for all d ∈ D,
d \ {p} ∈ [d]g so [d]g �⊆ S. 
�

The abstract framework highlights that confidentiality does not depend on
the structure and nature of the filtered views (i.e., it does not depend on V ).
Indeed, from Def. 2 we easily get:

Proposition 1. A filtering f is secure iff [·]f is secure.

Therefore, every secure filtering f can be replaced with the “standard” filtering
[·]f , preserving confidentiality. Note that [·]f has the same type as refusal filter-
ings ([·]f : D → P(D)), and that for all d ∈ D, d ∈ [d]f , which implies that
the filtering [·]f never lies (see the discussion before Def. 1). Consequently, [·]f is
in all respects a refusal-based filtering, and the above proposition actually says
that every secure filtering can be equivalently replaced with a refusal filtering, as
far as the confidentiality criterion is the one formalized in Def. 2.

4 This definition corresponds to the preservation of potential secrets, as opposed to
secrecies [3]. The latter would require both [d]f �⊆ S and [d]f �⊆ S̄. Clearly, secre-
cies can be simulated with potential secrets by including in S both S and S̄, so
Definition 2 provides the most general formulation.
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Alternative secure filterings can be compared based on the accuracy of the
answers they return. Again, accuracy is measured in terms of the inferences that
a smart, informed user can draw from the filtered view: the smallest f−1(v), the
largest the set of queries that can be answered using f−1(v) (i.e., those whose
answer is invariant over f−1(v)). Using the relationships between f−1 and [·]f ,
the above accuracy criterion can be formalized as follows:

Definition 3. A filtering f is more cooperative than a filtering g iff for all
d ∈ D, [d]f ⊆ [d]g. If f1 is more cooperative than f2 then we write f1 � f2. If
f1 � f2 and f2 �� f1, then we write f1 � f2.

Maximally cooperative filterings are called optimal.

Definition 4. A secure filtering f is optimal iff there exists no secure filtering
f ′ such that f ′ � f .

Example 3. The filtering g defined in Example 2 is optimal. It partitions D in
two equivalence classes: {∅, {p}} and {{q}, {p, q}}. Each filtering h � g must
split either the former or the latter class. In the first case, one of the equivalence
classes induced by h is {p} ⊆ S. In the other case, one of the new equivalence
classes is {p, q} ⊆ S. So h cannot possibly be secure. 
�
Proposition 2. Let g = [·]f be the standard refusal-based filtering corresponding
to f . Then f is optimal iff g is.

Proof. Note that if g = [·]f , then for all d ∈ D, [d]f = [d]g. The proposition
immediately follows. 
�

Summarizing, the standard refusal-based filtering [·]f induced by any filtering
f preserves f ’s security and optimality properties. Thus, standard refusal based
filterings can be adopted as a sort of normal form for arbitrary filterings, as far
as the reference criteria are those formalized by Def. 2 and Def. 4.

4 Complexity

In this section we present some relevant decision problems related to secure data
filtering, and study their computational complexity. We are primarily interested
in checking whether confidentiality preservation is intrinsically intractable under
different constraints, abstracting away the additional complexity of specification
and query languages. We shall choose problem size measures accordingly. Let us
start by introducing the decision problems of interest:

Definition 5. Let f range over filtering functions with type D → V, where V
is an arbitrary set of views. Consider the following decision problems:

Security checking: Given f and S, decide whether f is a secure filtering;
Optimal security checking: Given f and S, decide whether f is an optimal

secure filtering;
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Pointwise availability: Given D, a data source d ∈ D, and a boolean query
Q ⊂ D, decide whether there exists a secure filtering f such that [d]f ⊆ Q
iff d ∈ Q;

Global availability: Given D and a boolean query Q ⊂ D, decide whether
there exists a secure filtering f such that for all d ∈ D, [d]f ⊆ Q iff d ∈ Q.

In other words, the two availability problems aim at preserving confidentiality
without modifying the answers to the given query Q. The goal of pointwise
availability is preserving Q over a single data source of interest d (e.g. the actual
data source being protected). The goal of global availability is preserving Q
across all possible datasets, which may be useful in the presence of updates, that
may transform the current data source d into a member of another equivalence
class.

Complexity will be analyzed under the following assumptions: (i) D is finite5

and S = {S1, . . . , Sn}; (ii) secrets are not violated a priori, that is, for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, Si ⊂ D; (iii) V contains at least two views, |V | ≥ 2. If a filtering
f is part of a problem instance, then it is encoded by its graph.6 This encoding
ensures that f and [·]f can be computed in polynomial time.

Our complexity results make use of the following classical NP-complete prob-
lem [18]:

Definition 6 (Set Splitting Problem). Let {C1, . . . , Cm} be a collection of
subsets of a ground set G. Decide whether there exists a bipartition (G1, G2) of
G such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, Ci �⊆ G1 and Ci �⊆ G2.

Theorem 1. Security checking and global availability are in P . Pointwise avail-
ability is NP-complete whereas optimal security checking is coNP-complete.

Proof. Security checking. It suffices to check that for each S ∈ S and for all
d ∈ D, [d]f �⊆ S. Since [d]f can be computed in polynomial time, security
checking can be solved in polynomial time w.r.t. |D |.

Global availability. Let fQ be a characteristic filtering of Q, that is: fQ(d) =
v1, if d ∈ Q, fQ(d) = v2, otherwise (where v1 and v2 are two distinct views in
V ). The filtering fQ induces a bipartition of D in two equivalence classes Q and
Q = D \ Q. Let f be a filtering such that for all d ∈ D, [d]f ⊆ Q iff d ∈ Q.
Clearly, if d ∈ Q, then [d]f ⊆ Q, whereas if d �∈ Q then [d]f ⊆ Q, that is fQ � f .
Consequently, if f is secure, then also fQ is secure. It follows that the global
availability problem can be answered by checking whether fQ is secure. Since
security checking is tractable, global availability is tractable, too.

Optimal security checking. By the results of Sec. 3, f is not optimal iff there
exists a secure, standard refusal-based filtering [·]g � f . The filtering [·]g can be
guessed in polynomial time, and checking that it is secure and that [·]g � f is
in P, too. Therefore, checking that f is not optimal is in NP.

5 This assumption applies directly to propositional frameworks such as those adopted
in [2–4]. However, also first-order database frameworks and open queries can be
reduced to a propositional model, see for example [17].

6 Recall that the graph of f is { (d, f(d)) | d ∈ D }.
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Hardness is proved by reducing the set splitting problem to the problem of
checking that a degenerate filtering f (i.e. a constant filtering, inducing a single
equivalence class) is not optimal. Given an instance 〈G, {C1, . . . , Cm}〉 of the set
splitting problem, let D = G and S = {C̄1, . . . , C̄m} where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
C̄i = D \ Ci. Now f is not optimal iff there exists a secure filtering g such that
g � f . Since f is degenerate, this is equivalent to say that there exist a secure
filtering g and a dataset d such that [d]g ⊂ D. Consider the filtering g′ such that
for all d′ ∈ D, g′(d′) = v1 if d′ ∈ [d]g, and g′(d′) = v2 if d′ �∈ [d]g (where v1 and
v2 are two distinct views). Notice that (i) g′ � f , (ii) g′ induces a bipartition
(G1, G2) of G such that G1 = [d]g and G2 = D \ [d]g, (iii) since g is secure and
g � g′, g′ is secure as well, that is for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, G1 �⊆ C̄i and G2 �⊆ C̄i.
This is equivalent to say that Ci �⊆ G1 and Ci �⊆ G2. It follows that f is not
optimal iff there exists a set splitting (G1, G2) for {C1, . . . , Cm}.

Pointwise availability. Given a query Q and a dataset d, let f be a filtering
such that [d]f ⊆ Q iff d ∈ Q. Consider two distinct views v1, v2 ∈ V and a
filtering f ′ such that for all d′ ∈ D f ′(d′) = v1 if d′ ∈ [d]f , and f ′(d′) = v2,
otherwise. Clearly, f ′ � f , therefore if f is secure, then f ′ is secure as well. This
means that in order to check pointwise availability it suffices to guess in linear
time a subset Q′ ⊆ Q if d ∈ Q (resp. Q′ ⊆ Q if d �∈ Q) and check whether the
characteristic filtering fQ′ (resp. fQ′) is secure. Since security checking is in P ,
pointwise availability is in NP.

Hardness is proved by reducing the set splitting problem to pointwise avail-
ability. That is, given an instance of the set splitting problem, we transform it
into an instance of the pointwise availability problem such that there exists a
secure filtering f for the latter iff there exists a bipartition for the former.

Given an instance 〈G, {C1, . . . , Cm}〉 of the set splitting problem, we construct
an instance (D, d,Q,S) for the pointwise availability problem as follows: let
D = G ∪ {d0}, where d0 �∈ G, d ∈ G, Q = G and S = {S0, S1, . . . , Sm} where
S0 = {d0} and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, Si = (Q \ Ci) ∪ {d0}. By applying the
same argument as for optimal security checking, it can be proved that there
exists a secure filtering f for S such that [d]f ⊆ Q iff there exists a secure
filtering f ′ that induces a bipartition of D in two equivalent classes H1 = [d]f
and H2 = D \ [d]f . By definition f ′ is secure iff for all 0 ≤ i ≤ m, H1 �⊆ Si and
H2 �⊆ Si. In particular, we have that H2 �⊆ S0 implies that H2∩Q �= ∅, therefore
G1 = H1 and G2 = H2 \ {d0} are a bipartition of G.

Finally, we have that, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m (i) G1 = H1 �⊆ Si = (G\Ci)∪{d0} ⇐⇒
Ci ∩ G2 �= ∅ and (ii) H2 �⊆ Si ⇐⇒ Ci ∩ G1 �= ∅. The two latter relations are
equivalent to Ci �⊆ G1 and Ci �⊆ G2, which means that (G1, G2) is a set splitting
for {C1, . . . , Cm}. 
�

4.1 Poly-Time Computability of Optimal Filterings

There exist special cases in which optimal filterings can be computed in polyno-
mial time. Let us start by introducing some terminology.

We call a data source d free if it does not belong to any secret (in logical
terms, all secrets are false in d). Furthermore, we say that a secret S exclusively
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includes d if d belongs to S and it does not belong to any other secret S′ �= S
(in logical terms, the only secret satisfied by d is S).

An optimal filtering f secure for a set of m secrets S = {S0, . . . , Sm−1} can
be easily constructed if the sets Si are non-overlapping (i.e. secrets are mutually
inconsistent) and at leastm free data sources d0, . . . , dm−1 are available. To prove
this, consider a filtering f in which equivalence classes are obtained as follows:
for each di ∈ {d0, . . . , dm−1}, let [di]f = Si ∪ {di}; for each d �∈ ∪m−1

i=0 Si ∪
{d0, . . . , dm−1} let [d]f = {d}. It is easy to see that this filtering function is
secure, since no [di]f is included in any secret Sj . Optimality follows immediately
by observing that every partition of [di]f contains a subset of Si, and hence it
induces a non-secure filtering.

Another assumption (perhaps more frequently satisfied in practice) under
which optimal filterings can be found in polynomial time is the following: each
Si exclusively includes at least one data source7 and a sufficient number of free
data sources exist. The exact number k of free data sources is specified in the
next theorem, and is bounded by the number of secrets.

Theorem 2. Let S = {S0, . . . , Sm−1} and assume that each Si exclusively in-
cludes at least one data source. Furthermore, let k be the number of secrets that
exclusively include exactly one data source. If there exist at least k distinct, free
data sources, then an optimal secure filtering f for S can be computed in poly-
nomial time.

Proof. For each i = 0, . . . ,m− 1, let Si = Ci∪Ei, where Ci are the data sources
that Si shares with the other secrets in S, while Ei contains the data sources
that exclusively belong to Si. By hypothesis, |Ei| ≥ 1. If |Ei| > 1, let S′

i = Si,
otherwise, let S′

i = Ci ∪ Ei ∪ {d′i}, where each d′i is a distinct, free data source.
Clearly the total number of free data sources used to construct the sets S′

i is k.
Observe that, for each i, there exist at least two data sources, {di, d′i} ⊆ S′

i, that
belong neither to S′

j nor to Sj , for each j �= i. Let DS = ∪m−1
i=0 S′

i.

Define f : D → D as follows:

– ∀d ∈ δ0
def
= (S′

0 \ {d′0}) ∪ {d′1}, let f(d) = d′1
– ∀d ∈ δi

def
= (S′

i \ ∪j<iδj) ∪ {d′i+1 mod m}, with 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, let f(d) =
d′i+1 mod m

– ∀d ∈ D \DS , let f(d) = d

Note that di ∈ Si while d
′
i may or may not belong to Si. Furthermore, di ∈ δi

while d′i ∈ δi−1, with the special case d′0 ∈ δm−1. This implies, d′i �∈ δi and
δi ⊆ Si ∪ {d′i+1 mod m}.

First we show that f is secure for S. For each δi we have: (a) di ∈ δi, and (b)
d′i+1 mod m ∈ δi. By (a), since di exclusively belongs to Si, it follows that δi �⊆ Sj

for each j �= i. By (b), since d′i+1 mod m either exclusively belongs to Si+1 mod m

7 In logical terms, this means that each secret must be consistent with the negation
of all the other secrets, that is, a kind of logical independence between secrets.
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or is a free data source, it follows that, δi �⊆ Si. Finally, for each d ∈ D \ DS

and for all i, [d]f ∩ Si = ∅. This proves security.
Concerning optimality, assume per absurdum that there exists a secure fil-

tering function g � f . By definition, for each d ∈ D, [d]g ⊆ [d]f where the
containment is strict for at least one data source. Clearly, for each d ∈ D\DS it
holds that [d]g = [d]f = {d}. Therefore, there exists d ∈ DS such that [d]g ⊂ [d]f
which means that g partitions [d]f into at least two parts, say [d1]g and [d2]g.
Since [d]f = δi ⊆ Si ∪ {d′i+1 mod m} it holds that either [d1]g ⊆ Si or [d2]g ⊆ Si,

i.e. g is not a secure filtering for S. 
�

5 Greedy CQE and Optimality

A dynamic CQE method [3, 4] is a greedy algorithm that answers a given (pos-
sibly infinite) sequence of queries Q1, Q2, . . . , Qi, . . ., in the order they are pre-
sented, and for each Qi returns the correct answer whenever this is safe with
respect to how Q1, . . . , Qi−1 have been answered. The decision of whether the
correct answer to the current query can be safely returned is based on a boolean
censor function that given a data source, the knowledge disclosed by the pre-
vious answers (traditionally called log), and the current query Qi, returns true
iff the answer to Qi needs to be modified to preserve confidentiality. Formally,
the type of the censor function is D × P(D)×B → {true, false}. The second
parameter of the censor encodes the log as the set of all the data sources that
answer the previous queries as observed in the history.

In the literature, answers are modified by rejecting the query (refusals), chang-
ing the result (lies), and combinations thereof. In the abstract framework, the
filterings produced by dynamic CQE will be represented as functions f : D →
P(D), adopting the convention that the answer to a query Q evaluated against
f(d) is “yes” if f(d) ⊆ Q (i.e., all data sources in f(d) satisfyQ), “no” if f(d) ⊆ Q̄
(i.e., none of the data sources in f(d) satisfy Q), and “query refused” otherwise.

Greedy approaches have also been used to statically construct secure views.
See for example [5], where a selected sequence of queries is pre-processed using
the same greedy approach sketched above; the sequence of answers is used to
construct a secure knowledge base view.

In the following, we assume that B is denumerable, since greedy filtering
constructions need to iteratively process all possible queries.

5.1 Greedy CQE Based on Refusals

When confidentiality is protected with refusals, the decision of whether the cur-
rent query should be answered or refused is based on the refusal censor function.
The original, logic-based formulation of the refusal censor is: if either the cor-
rect answer to the current query Qi or its negation (together with the previous
answers) implies a secret, then the query must be refused. In the abstract frame-
work, this definition becomes:

cenr(d, L,Q) =

{
true if for some S ∈ S, either L ∩Q ⊆ S or L ∩ Q̄ ⊆ S;
false otherwise.
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Since this censor does not depend on d we shall omit the first argument and
write cenr(L,Q). The log, for a given d ∈ D, is maintained as follows:

Li+1(d) =

⎧⎨
⎩

Li(d) if cenr(Li(d), Qi+1) = true (refusal);
Li(d) ∩Qi+1 if cenr(Li(d), Qi+1) = false and d ∈ Qi+1 (yes);
Li(d) ∩ Q̄i+1 if cenr(Li(d), Qi+1) = false and d ∈ Q̄i+1 (no).

The initial log L0(d) represents the background knowledge of the user. For sim-
plicity, in our abstract framework, we assume that such background knowledge
is already captured by D and assume that L0(d) = D. Note that at each step,
the log represents the conjunction of answers that have been returned up to that
point.

Now a greedy refusal filtering fr can be defined as follows: given any enumer-
ation Q1, Q2, . . . , Qi, . . . of B, and the corresponding sequence of logs 〈Li(d)〉i,

fr(d) =
⋂
i

Li(d) .

Greedy CQE methods have been proved to be secure at all finite prefixes of
the query sequence (cf. [3, Def. 1]), while the above greedy refusal filtering (as
well as the greedy lying filtering defined in the next section) captures the limit
of the logs Li(d). In order to prove security at the limit, we need to assume that
the query language is compact like first-order logic.8 In the abstract framework,
compactness is defined as follows:

Definition 7. B is compact if for all (possibly infinite) B′ ⊆ B and for all

Q ∈ B,
⋂{Q′ | Q′ ∈ B′} ⊆ Q only if there exists a finite B′′ ⊆ B′

such that⋂{Q′′ | Q′′ ∈ B′′} ⊆ Q.

Theorem 3. If B is compact, then greedy refusal filterings are secure.

Proof. Suppose that the greedy refusal filtering fr generated by some query
sequence 〈Qi〉i is not secure, and let d be a data source such that [d]fr ⊆ S, for
some secret S ∈ S. By definition, fr(d) is the intersection of the non-refused
queries ofB, therefore, by compactness, there is a log Lk(d) such that Lk(d) ⊆ S.
Without loss of generality, let k be the minimal such index. This implies that
Qk is not refused, otherwise Lk(d) = Lk−1(d), contradicting the minimality of k.
Then, either Lk(d) = Lk−1(d) ∩Qk ⊆ S or Lk(d) = Lk−1(d) ∩ Q̄k ⊆ S; in both
cases, cenr(Lk−1, Qk) = true. But then Qk should be refused—a contradiction.


�
Greedy refusal filterings can be proved to be optimal under mild hypotheses:

1. B is closed under finite set union, finite intersection, and complement. In
logical terms: Queries are closed under negation and under finite conjunction
and disjunction.

8 First-order logic’s compactness states that if an infinite set of sentences T entails a
sentence ϕ, then some finite subset of T must entail ϕ, too.
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2. The set of secrets S is finite.

First we need a simple technical lemma that confirms that greedy refusal filter-
ings tell no lies:

Lemma 1. For all d ∈ D, d ∈ fr(d).

Proof. It suffices to prove, by induction on i, that for all non-negative integers
i, d ∈ Li(d). The base case is trivial, since L0(d) = D. The induction step is a
straigthforward consequence of the induction hypothesis (d ∈ Li−1(d)) and the
definition of Li(d). 
�
Theorem 4. If the above two hypotheses hold, than every greedy refusal filtering
fr is optimal.

Proof. Suppose not, which implies that for some d ∈ D, its equivalence class
[d]fr can be split into two nonempty partitions D and E both of which intersect
the complements of all secrets. In other words, assuming that S = {S1, . . . , Sn},
there must be data sources di ∈ D∩ S̄i and ei ∈ E ∩ S̄i (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Since for all
i = 1, . . . , n, di and ei belong to [d]fr by assumption (that is, fr(di) = fr(ei) =
fr(d)), Lemma 1 implies:

{d1, . . . , dn, e1, . . . , en} ⊆ fr(d) . (1)

Recall that all distinct data sources can be distinguished with some query and
B is closed under complements. So, for each pair di, ej there exists a query Qi,j

such that di ∈ Qi,j and ei ∈ Q̄i,j . Moreover, since B is closed under finite unions
and intersections, it contains the query:

Q∗ =
n⋃

i=1

n⋂
j=1

Qi,j ,

that has the property of containing all di and none of the ei (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Now let
Qk be the element in the enumeration of B such that Qk = Q∗. By definition,
Lk−1(d1) ⊇ fr(d1) = fr(d), therefore – using the property of Q∗ and (1) –
{d1, . . . , dn} ⊆ Lk−1(d1) ∩Qk and {e1, . . . , en} ⊆ Lk−1(d1) ∩ Q̄k. It follows that
cenr(Lk−1(d1), Qk) = false. But then, by definition, Lk(d1) = Lk−1(d1) ∩ Qk,
and hence fr(d1) does not contain any of the ei. Since fr(d1) = fr(d), this
contradicts (1). 
�

Theorem 4 can be proved also under a different, alternative hypothesis: namely,
that the query language is expressive enough to capture all possible sets of in-
formation sources (as it happens in finite propositional frameworks).

Theorem 5. If B = P(D), then greedy refusal filterings are optimal.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4. The query Q∗ containing d1, . . . , dn
and none of e1, . . . , en exists by hypothesis. 
�
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5.2 Greedy CQE Based on Lies

When confidentiality is protected with lies, the decision of whether the true an-
swer to the current query should be returned is based on the lie censor function.
Its logic-based definition is: if the honest answer to the current query Qi (to-
gether with the previous answers) entails a disjunction of secrets, then lie. The
corresponding definition in the abstract framework is:

cen l(d, L,Q) =

⎧⎨
⎩

true if d ∈ Q and L ∩Q ⊆ ⋃{S | S ∈ S};
true if d ∈ Q̄ and L ∩ Q̄ ⊆ ⋃{S | S ∈ S};
false otherwise.

The log, for a given d ∈ D, is maintained as follows:

Li+1(d) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Li(d) ∩Qi+1 if cen l(d, Li(d), Qi+1) = false and d ∈ Qi+1 (yes);
Li(d) ∩ Q̄i+1 if cen l(d, Li(d), Qi+1) = false and d ∈ Q̄i+1 (no).
Li(d) ∩Qi+1 if cen l(d, Li(d), Qi+1) = true and d ∈ Q̄i+1 (lie).
Li(d) ∩ Q̄i+1 if cen l(d, Li(d), Qi+1) = true and d ∈ Qi+1 (lie).

Now greedy lying filterings fl can be defined analogously to greedy refusal fil-
terings: given any enumeration Q1, Q2, . . . , Qi, . . . of B, and the corresponding
sequence of logs Li(d), let fr(d) =

⋂
i Li(d) .

Since the invariant preserved by the lying censor is stronger than the invariant
maintained by the refusal censor, security can only be guaranteed if the disjunc-
tion of all secrets is not trivially violated a priori, that is, if D �⊆ ⋃{S | S ∈ S}.
Theorem 6. If B is compact and closed under complements, and if D �⊆ ⋃{S |
S ∈ S}, then greedy lying filterings are secure.

Proof. Suppose that the greedy lying filtering fl generated by some query se-
quence 〈Qi〉i is not secure, and let d be a data source such that [d]fl ⊆ S, for
some secret S ∈ S. By definition, fl(d) is an intersection of queries (and com-
plements thereof, that are in B as well), therefore, by compactness, there is a
log Li(d) such that Li(d) ⊆ S ⊆ ⋃{S | S ∈ S}. Let k be the minimal index such
that Lk(d) ⊆

⋃{S | S ∈ S}. This implies that cen l(d, Lk−1(d), Qk) = true, and
that both Lk−1(d) ∩ Qk ⊆ ⋃{S | S ∈ S} and Lk−1(d) ∩ Q̄k ⊆ ⋃{S | S ∈ S}
hold. But then Lk−1(d) ⊆

⋃{S | S ∈ S}, contradicting the minimality of k. 
�
Using (a) the definition of the logs, and (b) the assumption that two distinct
data sources can be distinguished by at least one query, it can be proved that:

Proposition 3. If D �⊆ ⋃{S | S ∈ S}, then fl(d) is a singleton.

Proof. (Sketch) It can be proved by induction that Li(d) �⊆
⋃{S | S ∈ S}, for all

i ≥ 0. In particular, this ensures that fl(d) is nonempty. Now assume that fl(d)
contains two different data sources d1 and d2. There must be a query Qk in the
enumeration of B that contains exactly one of d1 and d2. Then, by definition,
Lk+1(d) must not contain both, and the same holds for fl(d) ⊆ Lk+1(d) (a
contradiction). 
�
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The above proposition makes it explicit that lying filterings answer all queries
(not always truthfully), as required by cover stories. Note that queries are an-
swered as if d were the member of fl(d).

Theorem 7. Greedy lying filterings are not optimal, in general, even if the hy-
potheses of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 hold.

Proof. Take the abstract version of the propositional framework with secrets
{p, q} and background knowledge r → p ∨ q. Formally, let D = P({p, q, r}) \
{{r}}, B = P(D), and S = {Sp, Sq}, where Sp = {d ∈ D | p ∈ d} and Sq =
{d ∈ D | q ∈ d}. For all enumerations of B, the corresponding lying filtering
fl maps all d onto {∅}, that is, fl induces a single equivalence class and for all
data sources d, f ′

l (d) = ∅ (the data source where p, q, r are false). The optimal
filtering, instead, yields two equivalence classes containing the data sources that
include r and those that don’t (respectively), that is, (in propositional terms)
the refusal filtering permits to answer the queries r and ¬r correctly. 
�
Suboptimal filterings (that in some sense mean less cooperative answers) are
the price to pay for cover stories, that is, the cost of avoiding explicit, visible
answer distortions (such as refusals). As we pointed out, this requires protecting
disjunctions of secrets (encoded by unions of secrets in the abstract framework)
rather than individual secrets ([3, Prop. 4] shows why this is necessary). Not
surprisingly, the need of preserving this stronger variant makes the lying filtering
less cooperative.

In the previous works on CQE, the lack of an independent notion of filtering
optimality prevented a thorough comparison of lying and refusal-based methods.
It was only established that on a same query sequence, the lying method starts
distorting queries before the refusal method, but after the first distortion the
answers returned by the two methods are incomparable, in general. Thanks to
our completely abstract notions of filtering and optimality (that are compatible
with all possible output domains V ), now we know that refusal-based CQE is at
least as cooperative as any other deterministic data-filtering method, including
those that do not fall within the category of CQE.

6 Discussion and Future Work

The abstract framework introduced in Sec. 3 covers all the concrete, determinis-
tic data-filtering mechanisms introduced in the literature, and more. It is largely
independent from any syntactic detail of the query languages; it makes no as-
sumption on the structure of data sources, that may be standard relational
database instances, XML documents, RDF/OWL knowledge bases, and so on;
it makes no assumption on the structure of secure views, that may be thought of
as incomplete databases, sets or sequences of query answers, labelled knowledge
bases, as in [19, 20], and so forth. In particular, the generic representation of
secure views covers answer distortion mechanisms different from the standard
approaches based on refusal and lies (e.g. partial or “blurred” answers that are
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neither a “yes” nor a “no”, such as returning birth year instead of a full birth
date).

At this abstraction level, it is possible to compare very different mechanisms
(static, dynamic, based on different answer distortion methods) in terms of the
amout of information they disclose, that is, in terms of the mechanism’s cooper-
ativeness. It is also possible to define an optimality criterion (corresponding to
maximal cooperativeness).

We showed that each of the above different mechanisms f can be associated
to a refusal-based censor [·]f that conveys to a smart, informed user exactly
the same amount of information as f , and hence preserves important properties
such as security and optimality (cf. Prop. 1 and Prop. 2). This result generalizes
to the above variety of settings the analysis of unreliable answers (sometimes
called potential lies) [3, Sec. 3.3 and Theorem 13]. Of course, this does not mean
that lies can be simply replaced by refusals: cover stories are incompatible with
refusals, and although a smart user who knows the protection method f may tell
which answers are unreliable as if they were refused, the system should not be
allowed to reject any query. The issue of the value and function of the verbatim
meaning of answers will be dealt with in an extended version of this paper.
The standardized representation of filterings as refusal-based filterings may also
become a useful tool for proving general properties of CQE methods.

We proved further nice properties of refusal filterings. Under mild assumptions
(B should be compact and S finite), greedy, refusal-based CQE remains secure
at the limit of the query sequence (Theorem 3), and the disclosed information
converges to an optimal (maximally cooperative) secure filtering (cf. Theorems 4
and 5). On the contrary, the greedy lying filtering is not optimal, in general
(Theorem 7). The consequences are novel: previously, refusal and lies were simply
considered incomparable protection methods. Non-optimality depends on the
need of protecting the union of all secrets—which is known to be an essential
prerequisite to the security of lie-based CQE. The study of optimality with
respect to this stronger constraint will be a subject of future work.

We introduced a few interesting decision problems related to CQE: Security
checking (i.e. checking whether a given filtering f is secure); Optimal security
checking (which further checks whether f is optimal); Pointwise and Global
availability (that check whether there is a way of preserving confidentiality that
preserves the answers to a given query Q). The inherent complexity of these
problems has been analyzed assuming that the list of possible data sources is
part of the input and that the given filterings are computable in polynomial
time, in order to remove all the complexity related to the structure of data
sources and the filtering method. In this setting, security checking and global
availability are in P, while pointwise availability and optimal security are hard
(NP and coNP-complete, respectively), as proved in Theorem 1. Interestingly,
preserving a query Q in a single, given data source (if at all possible) is harder
than preserving Q in all data sources, because in the latter case it is easier
to detect that the problem has no solution. These results tells us that in no
concrete framework the pointwise availability problem and the optimal security
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checking problem can be tractable. The construction of optimal secure filterings
becomes easier in some cases, e.g. when secrets satisfy a certain degree of logical
independence (Theorem 2). Moreover, greedy refusal-based filterings constitute
a method for approximating an optimal secure filtering on a query-by-query
basis (Theorem 4). We are planning to investigate the above decision problems
in more concrete settings and derive specific complexity bounds. We are also
going to extend our results to availability problems where multiple queries must
be simultaneously preserved.
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